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AAK HANDLING EQUIPMENT’S
Semi Electric Manintenance Scissor Lift

W

e manufacturer and supply of a wide range of Portable scissors and maintenance scissor lift tables. This table
is broadly used to lift large and small loads in various industries. Our lift table is manufactured using quality
assured components that are procured from the certiﬁed vendors of the market. Our quality is very high and
our experts strictly test this table on each parameters to ensure its 100% safe and work perfectly. We have designed single
and double scissor as our standard design with 300 kg and 350 kg load carrying capacity.
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Scissor table for use as a feeding table on assembly
line.
Structural heavy duty steel construction and power
coated.
Easy action foot operated hydraulic lift for raising
table top to desired level.
Over load by-pass value protects operator and pump
and excellent hydraulic pump unit for low
maintenance.
Heavy duty steel construction with epoxy powder
coated ﬁnish to give greaterant-corrosion resistance.
High lift portable scissor table with 300 and 350 kg
Capacity.
Polyurethane wheels ﬁtted as standard complete
with break.
Our Portable Scissor Lift Tables are perfect for all
industries, warehouse, or any industrial arena where
height is needed.
Its Reduce time lost to personnel injuries and help
increase your facility's productivity.

Hydraulic unit proven
reliability
One of the most cri cal parts of a scissor li table is the hydraulic pump. It
must withstand thousands of li /lower cycles, and yet be easy and
inexpensive to repair. The Aak ASML is life tested to a minimum of 1,00,000
pump cycles. The enclosed li pump means that there are no exposed parts
such as valves or levers, which can be broken or damaged.
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Durable frame and
ar cula ng wheels

Strong scissor design

A robust, cross-braced frame provides unrivalled strength and
durability. Steel forgings are used on the li linkage. For easier
handling and control, the ASML has large 180 mm steer wheels.
Steer and load wheels use high quality compounds that lower
rolling resistance, provide
long life, and are smooth
and quiet in opera on. To
ensure con nuous contact
with the ﬂoor, the wheels
ar culate to ensure you
never have the weight of
the load on just one wheel.
Hubcaps protect the
bearing and steer axle from
side impact damage and
contamina on.

The C-channel scissor design uses formed steel members with
steel reinforcing at key stress areas. Evidence of Aak’s emphasis
on reliability is apparent with the choice of box sec on
pushrods which are stronger and more durable than other
pushrod designs. The proof is the full load capacity of 500 kg
with all scissor lengths up to 2 m.

Description

Unit

ASML 0330

ASML 0430

ASML 0635

ASML 0935

Max.Platform Height

mm

3000

4000

6000

9000

Min.Platform Height

mm

650

750

1100

Platform Size (LxWxH)

mm

1150*600

Lift Rated Capacity

kg

300

Elevating Time

sec

35

Lifting Motor

v/kw

12/0.8

Overall Height

mm

1720

1500*900

2200*1000

350

55

1800

65

75

24/1.6

24/2.2

950

1250
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